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While reviewing online commemorations of the 50th anniversary of Kent State (May 4, 1970), I 
discovered Wilmington College’s piece and was delighted to see that photo which I’d never seen before! 
There is a photo in your article of a group of Wilmington students on the march to Columbus. I’m the 
guy in the center of the photo, the march organizer. By the way, I bought the denim jacket and pants 
that I am wearing at a store in Wilmington. 

The faculty and administrators 
(mentioned in the story) were all close 
friends but, having lost contact with 
them over the years, I wasn’t aware 
of their thoughts about the march, 
as expressed in the quotations which 
you included. As of mid-1970, the 
College didn’t have a copy of the 1970 
yearbook on file (I checked) because, 
despite having obviously important 
photos of the march to Columbus, 
taken by editor Alan Comfort, it also 
had photos of groups of students semi-
nude, myself included. Those photos 
were a sign of the times and were also 
a kind of breakthrough because they 
were of both frat guys and progressive 
guys and girls, all aware that this was 
a statement of group solidarity against 
The Establishment beyond left/right 
ideology, and the photos were also a 
gas! I have that yearbook.

A Columbus newspaper ran a front-page story about the student demonstrators from all over the State 
on the steps of the State capital, there because of the Wilmington march, which included a photo of 
the demonstrators and an individual photo of me. I haven’t seen that front page for 50 years because it 
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went into the file I submitted in application for conscientious objector status.

Larry Gara was the most left-wing member of the faculty and loved the Country Joe and the Fish 
anti-war song “I-Feel-Like-I’m-Fixin’-To-Die-Rag”, brilliant, brilliant satire, as iconic as Neil Young’s 
“Ohio.” He used to drive us up to Antioch to see films at the art-house cinema. Sterling Olmsted and I 
shared a deep appreciation for the Tao Te Ching. Canby Jones and his wife, Eunice, were kind enough 
to put my father up when he came out to visit me and, as it turned out, lecture on linguistics. He was 
a Columbia professor. I initially became a member of The Society of Friends because of my roommate 
my freshman year, Kip Kilpack. It bowled me over that he actually enjoyed going to Campus Meeting 
on Sunday and could do so in jeans, his favorite plaid shirt, and motorcycle boots. I’d dropped out of 
church in third grade because of the stuffiness.

https://www.wilmington.edu/alumni/150th-anniversary/150-stories/

